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ABSTRACT: Language is an ability to communicate idea. Language is an integral part to exchange ideas and views. If
we are able to find a computational method of language, it will build a very robust tool for communication. We use
various methods to exploit knowledge and combine these with linguistic facts to come up with a computational natural
language system. There are various shortcomings of a language which we encounter but these shortcomings are
actually what make the language powerful too. Language can be in form of speech or written form. The processing may
therefore be in two ways. Processing the speech will be a little difficult as various challenges have to be overcome like
the presence of noise or remove ambiguity. Processing of written form is relatively easier. The written text goes
through lexical, syntactic and semantic analysis to extract information. This processing of written language is termed as
written language processing. Natural language processing includes understanding and generation as well as translation
in various languages. This makes it a crucial factor for understanding.
KEYWORDS: Discourse Integration, Morphological, Natural Language Processing, Pragmatic Analysis, Syntax,
Semantics.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Communication can be in any form. It can be generally written or through speech. For a two-way communication it is
vital that both the objects involved have a common knowledge about the language being used. The language is then
converted into knowledge and processes by us. Processing speech may be difficult than processing written form of
language. This happens because there may be myriad factors that have to be taken in account to process this language.
Therefore while processing written language there is a need of additional information to handle the ambiguities that
arise in language. Written language processing is called Natural language processing. It is easier as it takes in account
the lexical, syntactic and semantic knowledge of the language. While processing this language we come across various
difficulties, but these difficulties are flip sides of the language that actually make this very robust and powerful. The
difficulties that arise are Challenge- The language gives partial description of information.
For example, some guys are playing.

Some guys are playing tennis.
2 guys are playing tennis.
John and Tim are playing tennis.
Positive side- Language allows us to be precise and vague. We can express only the information we require.



Challenge- The language does not define the context giving rise to ambiguity.
For example, I am reading a paper. (a research paper)
I am reading a paper. (a news paper)
Positive Side- Infinite information can be conveyed using finite symbols.
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Challenge- The language can never be complete as new words are continuously defined.
For example, The tumor has spread to the frontal lobe.
Positive Side- The language can be evolved and jargons can be added according to our wishes.

Language uses these challenges and converts the weaknesses into strength.
Natural language processing helps in generating and understanding the language. It is also used to translate one
language into another. Understanding a language is the process of mapping the input into a more usable form of data
that is to convert raw facts into information that may be used for enhancing knowledge. To understand a sentence we
map it into some representation depending upon a situation. But due to wide variety of situations there is no single
definition of understanding that can rightly fit in the situation. To build up a computer program that could process
natural language, we have to first define the underlying task and the target representation.
II.

CHALLENGES

Though it looks an easy domain to map sentences for understanding the meaning but this is not entirely true. There are
various challenges that are faced during processing this. The major challenge is ambiguity of data. In English, when we
communicate something, the sentence may not actually mean that thing. For example consider a sentence, Ryan’s face
turned blue due to the new change. This doesn’t mean that his face turned blue in color, this is an expression to show
that he was angry. Or another kind of ambiguity may arise when we talk about the words that have several meanings.
Like, He was advised to keep his tone in check while talking to the HOD. Check means limitation or it is used in chess
too. One more kind of ambiguity may come up due to affixes. For example, Jerry had many friends. It was his friend’s
birthday bash. The first friend refers to plural noun and the second refers to denote a third person. These challenges
need a robust systematic system for processing. All these problems need to be addressed so that computer can rightly
process the natural language.
III.

IMPLEMENTATION STEPS

The natural language understanding process goes through five phases. These phases are:
 Morphological analysis
 Syntactic analysis
 Semantic analysis
 Discourse integration
 Pragmatic analysis
These phases have a boundary that isn’t entirely clear. They may sometimes take place in a proper sequence, or
sometimes all at once. When they take place in a sequence, one process may appeal for assistance to another. This can
be better understood if we understand what these terms are.
i.

MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

During morphological analysis, individual words are analyzed. Non-word tokens such as punctuation are separated
from the words. It pulls the words apart and assigns categories. For instance,
Bob’s assistant converted the .docx to .pdf file.
During morphological analysis, word by word the sentence is analyzed.
Bob’s assistant converted the .docx to .pdf file.

Proper
Noun

possessive
Suffix
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As shown above the sentence is analyzed piece by piece. Every word is assigned a syntactic category. Even the file
extensions are recognized in the sequence which is acting as an adjective in the above situation. In the above example
the possessive suffix is recognized. This is an important step as interpretation of prefixes and suffixes will depend on
syntactic category for the word. For instance, prints and print’s is different. One make it plural, other makes it third
person singular verb. If the prefix or suffix is wrongly interpreted the meaning of the sentence is changed. The
interpretation assigns a category to the word hence removing the ambiguity from the word.
ii.

SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS

Every language follows certain rules. Violation of the rules gives an error known as syntax error. The sentence is
converted into structures that show correlation between the words. This correlation may violate the rules sometimes.
Syntax refers to the rules the formal language has to follow. For example, “Boy the go to the store.” will have a syntax
error. Syntactic Analysis uses the results from morphological analysis to build the description of the sentence. The
sentences divided into categories (during morphological process) are then put in defined structures. This is called
parsing. For example, the dog chases the squirrel in the park, would be represented as:

Here the sentence is broken down according to categories. This is then represented in hierarchical structure with nodes
as sentence units. These parse trees are parsed while syntax analysis and if an error occurs the processing stops and it
shows syntax error. One more thing to keep in mind is that we can add reference markers to the entities here. This will
be useful later as it will provide a space to accumulate information about the entities. The parsing may be top-down or
bottom-up.
 Top-down: Begin with the start symbol and parse the sentence in accordance with the grammar rules until all
the terminals of the sentence have been parsed.
 Bottom-up: Begin with the sentence to be parsed and apply rules backward until a start symbol is reached.
Sometimes these may be combined to give a hybrid parsing method.
iii.

SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

The semantics deal with the meanings. It assigns meaning to every structure created by syntactic analyzer. It then maps
every syntactic structure and the objects in the task domain. If no mapping is possible the structures are rejected. For
example, “hot ice-cream” will produce a semantic error. While semantic analysis two major operations are performed:
 First, it will map individual words to appropriate objects in database: The entities are mapped with the
database. The dictionary meaning of the entities is found. An entity can have more than one definition.
 Secondly, all these objects are integrated to find proper correlation between the structures. The process to find
the correct meaning is called lexical disambiguation. It is done by associating each word with the context.
The reference markers we defined above can be used to find a partial meaning to a sentence. Semantic and syntax are
two entirely disparate concepts. It may be highly likely that a syntactically correct sentence is semantically incorrect.
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For example, “John eats the sun.” is syntactically correct as it follows all the rules of English, but it is semantically
incorrect. The semantic analysis makes sure that a sentence is abiding by the rules and produces some information. It
removes sentences which may seem correct but can’t be used to acquire any useful information from them.

The above example shows Semantic Parsing.
iv.

DISCOURSE INTEGRATION

One of the major ambiguities that arise while processing is referential ambiguity. Referential ambiguity occurs when a
reference to a word can’t be decided. For example, Sid ate a banana.
Tim went for a drive.
He liked it.
In the above sentence, “He” may be Sid or Tim. This creates an ambiguity. This dependency is disclosure integration.
Disclosure Integration is defined when the meaning on an individual sentence depends upon the sentence the sentence
that precedes it or follows it. Like in the above example the 3rd sentence depends upon the sentence preceding it. The
model attempts to remove the referential ambiguity.
v.

PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS

Pragmatic is defined as dealing with things in a more practical way rather than using theoretical approach. This rightly
defines why pragmatic analysis is done. As we have discussed before a sentence may mean different things at different
situations. For example, The score is 30.

The score is 30. (score may be in an examination)
The score is 30. (score may be in a game)
The score is 30. (score may be in an experiment)
We see that one input have various interpretations in various situations. To understand which meaning we are talking
about, we need to understand the situation. To remove this ambiguity pragmatic analysis is used.
The description of the sentence is complete after following the five analyses processes. Now, to finally understand what
was said another step is taken. The structure representing is reinterpreted to determine what was actually said when this
sentence was used. Like if the situation is describing an examination then first interpretation is right. For some
sentences this analysis might not be needed as their intent is lucid and easily comprehensible. This analysis is required
when the intent is vague. Pragmatic analysis attempts to make the intent more clear by applying a set of rules. This
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produces the final meaning of the sentence. Sometimes, the final step in pragmatic analysis is to translate from
knowledge based representation into an executable command.
IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

The above phases or processes defined for processing are performed in sequence. Every phase takes in the input from
the previous phase and sends it further for processing. An input might be rejected mid-way if it does not conform to the
rules defining it.

But this might not always be the case. Sometimes the processing takes place all-together. The boundaries between these
phases are vague. There might arise a situation where two or more phases are acting together. For instance, consider the
sentence
Is the glass jar peanut butter?
At the end of the sentence there are four noun phrases which will be needed to form noun phrases to give a sentence of
the form: “Is the x y?” where x and y are the noun phrases we need. During syntax analysis there will be following
choices available:
X
Glass
Glass jar
Glass jar peanut

Y
Jar peanut butter
Peanut butter
Butter

During the syntactic analysis all of these choices look viable, but to find the correct phrases we need to analyze the
semantics. When we do a semantic analysis the only choices making sense are “glass jar” and “peanut butter”. Hence,
we see that these processes are separated but they can interact in various ways.
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V.

CONCLUSION

Language is a system which conforms to various rules. Natural language processing processes the written form of
language in accordance with those rules. It attempts to remove ambiguity and make communication easier. It is used for
understanding and generation of information. Natural language processing can be also used for multi-lingual translation.
A sentence clause is when input in a system; it goes through various analysis procedures to be validated. A sentence if
starting with a start state is then passed through various phases and finally reaches the terminal of the sentence, it is
validated. A sentence is first converted into various tokens; these tokens are then analyzed syntactically by using
parsing. After being syntactically correct, it is made sure that the sentence is meaningful i.e. it is semantically correct.
The last phase of discourse integration and pragmatic analysis strives to find additional information that validates the
sentence. After being validated, the sentence is then used to understand the information and use it in a usable form. In
some cases, also translate it.
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